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Abstract: Play as a learning practice increasingly is under challenge as a valued
component of early childhood education. Views held in parallel include confirmation of
the place of play in early childhood education and, at the same time, a denigration of the
role of play in favor for more teacher-structured and formal activities. As a consequence,
pedagogical approaches towards play, the curriculum activities that constitute play, and the
appropriateness of play in educational settings, have come under scrutiny in recent years.
In this context, this study investigates children’s perspectives of play and how they
understand the role of play and learning in their everyday activities. This article reports on
an Australian study where teacher-researchers investigated child-led insights into what
counts as play in their everyday classroom activities. Children (aged 3–4 years) described
play as an activity that involved their active participation in “doing” something, being with
peers, and having agency and ownership of ideas. Children did not always characterize
their activities as “play”, and not all activities in the preschool program were described as
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play. The article highlights that play and learning are complex concepts that may be easily
dismissed as separate, when rather they are deeply intertwined. The findings of this study
generate opportunities for educators and academics to consider what counts as “play” for
children, and to prompt further consideration of the role of play as an antidote to adult
centric views of play.
Keywords: early childhood education; play and learning; children’s perspectives;
researching with children; teacher-researchers; video-stimulated interactions;
video-recorded interaction; ethnomethodology; conversation analysis; qualitative research

1. Introduction: Revisiting Play and Learning
While play is a universally known concept, observed as a fundamental requirement for children [1],
play is notoriously difficult to define. Most often associated with young children, play is
commonsensically recognized as an activity that extends over the life span, from early childhood to
adulthood, and across cultures. To date, most understandings about play in educational settings have
been informed through an educator’s lens. The benefits of play in stimulating children’s development
in the areas of cognition, social development, interpersonally have been well documented [2–5]. Under
scrutiny in recent years has been a focus on pedagogical approaches, teachers’ roles in play, the types
of activities that constitute play, and the appropriateness of play as a learning resource [6]. Views held
in parallel with each other include both a confirmation of the place of play in early childhood
education and, simultaneously, a denigration of the role of play in favor for more teacher-structured
and formal activities. These tug-rope tensions position teachers as agents of maintaining and valuing
play in their classrooms while also promoting to parents and members of the broader school
community the value of play as a learning resource, and dealing with broader issues about the role of
play in early childhood education. It is within this context of uncertainty and change that this research
study was envisioned and undertaken.
Pressure for children to meet national learning outcomes, and prescribed interpretations of how such
outcomes should be reached, may reduce opportunities for teachers to implement a play-based
pedagogy. In early childhood contexts, teachers are finding that play is more often an activity that is
“scheduled” rather than integrated into the daily activities of the preschool [7]. Teachers face day-to-day
tensions as they juggle the complex social organization of play within school contexts, curriculum
documents and temporal constraints with their pedagogical intent [8]. For example, within a school
timetable play can be subject to regulation due to the physical environment of the school, the selection
of play resources available to children, and adult intervention that might include play being discarded
in favor of “work” or “learning” tasks [6,9,10]. The availability of time and spaces for play,
advancements in educational resources with increasing use of digital technologies, and restrictions due
to safety and adult surveillance mean that children’s perspectives on play may have changed [11,12].
Through increased attention regarding the activities of a school day as a context that provides
opportunities for learning, play itself has become a contested activity. Within changing social and
learning contexts, an investigation of children’s perspectives on play at preschool is timely.
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Seeking children’s views on matters that involve them, such as play and learning, is being valued
increasingly in research and in practice contexts [13–16]. The Convention on the Rights of the Child
(UNCRC), at a global level, is highly influential in recognizing children’s rights to influence, speak
and explain on matters relevant to their everyday lives [1]. Similarly contributing to recognizing and
promoting children’s views to speak on matters of importance to them is research that draws on the
“new” sociologies of childhood. This paradigm works from a theoretical premise that children actively
influence their social settings and that their opinions should be listened to [17–20]. Another growing
area of influence is the understanding that children and families are consumers [21]. Children have
rights to influence their setting because they are users of early childhood settings.
Children have strongly formed views about play [22] although they share no single shared and
dominant perspective [23]. In their North American study that interviewed 98 children (aged 3–17
years) about play, Nicholson, Kurnik, Jevgjovikj and Ufoegbune [24] found the children valued
relationships, being outdoors and interacting with objects that allowed them to pretend and play in
multiple ways. Einarsdóttir’s [23] Icelandic study of children’s experiences in preschool showed that
children preferred outdoor play and building relationships with others over indoor activities. Overall,
studies of children’s play show consensus in how children enjoy an activity, their sense of freedom
within the activity, the casualness of the activity and the lack of adult involvement that constitutes play
from a child’s perspective [21].
Children involve teachers in their play activities for a variety of reasons. In their observational study
of children’s play activities in Swedish preschools and primary schools, Pramling Samuelsson and
Johansson [9] found that children proposed five main reasons for approaching teachers: (1) to seek
help with obtaining resources or completing tasks, including writing their name; (2) to be noticed and
heard; (3) to tell tales about peer digressions (4) to seek clarification or instructions about activities;
and (5) to involve adults in the play [9]. Children, however, do not always seek the teacher’s
involvement in play. Some children had different views of play to those of adults. For example, Glenn,
Knight, Holt and Spence’s [25] study of Canadian children’s perspectives reported that children found
that the presence of adults limited their play activities. Similarly, Rogers and Evans’ [22] study of
children’s views of role-play in preschool found that children were upset when teachers interrupted
their play and asked them to complete a separate task. The children identified strategies of delaying or
averting attention in order to avoid teacher-designed and requested tasks. These studies show that
children have varying views and responses regarding the teacher’s role in play and whether the teacher
is a welcome participant or observer.
2. The Study
The study investigated young children’s own perspectives of play and learning. Inviting children’s
perspectives regarding their everyday experiences offered them opportunities to interpret and analyze
their own social worlds and highlighted the complexities of their understandings of their preschool
experiences. The study was initiated through discussions that involved Queensland University of
Technology (QUT) academics, Susan Danby and Maryanne Theobald, and University of Iceland
academic, Jóhanna Einarsdóttir, with Jane Bourne, Chief Executive Officer of Lady Gowrie
Queensland (Qld). Jane was interested in building professional knowledge and renewal by involving
her senior early childhood teachers in research. Located within the wider Lady Gowrie Australia
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network of early childhood programs, the organization is a key provider of a range of non-profit
community-based early childhood education services (such as child care, preschool, family day care)
across Queensland, including preschools for children aged three to four years [26].
The research team of four teachers and academics met initially to discuss matters of professional
interest. The topic of play and learning surfaced as worthy of further exploration, particularly as there
were Australian curriculum documents recently introduced at that time. Australia’s first national priorto-school curriculum for children aged birth to five years, Belonging, Being and Becoming: The Early
Years Learning Framework [27] outlined an holistic approach that embraced children’s participation
and relationships through recognizing their life experiences in diverse contexts, and teachers’
curriculum planning and use of pedagogies such as intentional teaching [27]. Also around the same
time was the ongoing implementation of the Australian national curriculum for formal schooling, The
Australian Curriculum [28], which focused on subject and discipline knowledge. Given this changed
curriculum landscape, there were consequences for how play was considered and practiced in early
childhood classrooms. Our interest was in how the children themselves engaged in, and provided
reflective accounts of, their play and learning. In so doing, the aim of the article is to highlight that
play and learning are complex concepts that may be easily dismissed as separate, when rather they are
deeply intertwined.
2.1. Research Participants and Methods
The research team participated in a series of workshops that involved teachers and academics to
design and plan the phases of the study, a video-ethnography in their own classrooms. Agenda items
included interview techniques with young children and how to use the video-recording equipment.
Members of the research team were academics, the CEO of the preschool organization, and four
preschool teachers, each with a minimum of a four-year university qualification. Each teacher had the
dual roles of classroom teacher and director of a preschool centre. There were 20 children in each class
setting, approximately 80 children in total.
The project followed the guidelines for low risk human research and gained QUT Ethics (approval
number 1,200,000,705). Before the video-recording occurred, parents and children were invited to
provide written consent for their children to be involved in the study. The parents were asked to read a
child-friendly explanation of the study to their children, and children were asked to indicate if they
chose to be involved by signing their name on the consent form. Each teacher talked with the children
in their class about the study, and directly addressed any questions that parents and children had. The
teachers reported that the children were interested in the project, and that the parents felt comfortable
because the teachers were conducting the study.
Teachers video-recorded the children in their class as they engaged in their everyday classroom
activities. Teachers aimed to video-record up to two hours of video-recordings in their classroom and
in total approximately seven hours of video-recordings of children’s classroom engagement were
collected across the four classrooms. Each teacher video-recorded episodes over several days, with
each episode ranging in length from 5–25 min. Each teacher selected fragments of video-recordings
based on showing a range of play settings in their classroom. The video-stimulated sessions, where the
children viewed what they had been doing in the classroom, occurred on the same day that the actual
episode had taken place. The video-stimulated sessions were conducted in slightly different ways. One
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teacher let the video-recording run while she discussed with the children their activities. The three
other teachers selected and showed shorter extracts that were of approximately three minute’s duration
and then they asked the children about their activities. Each video-stimulated session ran for
approximately 10–15 minutes and was conducted in a quiet area of the classroom.
These sessions, where the teachers showed to the children their own video-recorded activities, are
named “video-stimulated sessions” because the aim was to encourage or stimulate children to talk
about their observations of video-recordings of what they had been doing in the classroom [29]. The
video-stimulated sessions were also video-recorded. Using this method to gain video-stimulated
accounts, we followed Pomerantz’s [30] and Theobald’s [29] aim to highlight matters of interest to the
participants themselves. Only children who were captured in the original video-recording of their
activities participated in the video-stimulated sessions. In total, 17 video-stimulated sessions were
conducted. In classroom A, six groups of children from the whole cohort watched the recordings; in
classrooms B and C, five groups of children participated; while in classroom D, two groups of children
from the whole cohort were involved in watching the video-recordings.
Teachers are effective researchers of their own practice as they are “insiders” [31], which makes
available understanding, from an insider’s perspective, what is happening in the classroom [32]. When
interviewing the children, however, the teachers presented themselves as “outsiders” [33] to the
children’s activities. They asked questions to encourage the children’s perspectives about what they
had been doing. The research team developed a set of prompting questions to guide and instigate the
conversations with children. These included:
Tell me about your experiences at preschool. How would you describe the activities you
are doing there? What name would you give to those activities? What do the teachers do in
your activities? Tell me about learning. How do you think we learn things?
2.2. Data Analysis
The study is informed by the theoretical understandings of Childhood Studies that value a child’s
standpoint [18–20]. From this perspective, children are understood as having their own constructions
of play and learning from their own standpoints. Data analysis was informed by a social interactional
analytic approach that drew on ethnomethodology and conversation analysis [34,35], focused on
describing how members understand and made sense of talk and actions, and how they produced and
managed their social interactions. It is through such close examination of everyday activities that one
can find out something that previously may go unnoticed and shed light on how local social orders
are produced.
Conversation involves specific structural features of language, such as taking turns to participate in
conversation, which is often taken-for-granted by members [36]. The setting shapes the members’ talk
and actions; for example, an interview determines how actions and responses are comprehended and
organized [36] so that the context of an interview guides the taking of turns—the interviewer asks
questions and the interviewee responds.
Analysis was undertaken in three stages. The first stage involved collaborative workshops held
where the teacher and academics met to share and discuss the video-recorded data, to undertake initial
collaborative analysis of the video-recordings of the children’s activities and the children’s accounts of
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what they had been doing. The second stage involved transcribing the video-recorded conversations
verbatim. Pseudonyms were used for participants. In the third stage of analysis, the transcripts were
treated as one corpus of data as our intention was not to highlight differences across classrooms but to
seek some understandings of the range of children’s responses. During this stage, the first two authors
followed Pomerantz and Fehr’s [37] five-step analytical model to closely examine the children’s
accounts. The five steps included (1) selecting a video-recorded and transcribed sequence of talk and
interaction; (2) identifying the actions of the talk for example, a request or a sharing of news;
(3) reflecting on the way that the talk was “packaged” for example, a request for help might be in the
form of a question or a complaint; (4) considering how turns are taken, and (5) thinking about the
implications for the identities and interaction of the participants [37]. The fragments selected for this
analysis were those where the children and teachers talked about play and learning. All authors
reviewed, provided comment and contributed to the analysis presented in this article. The fragments
selected for this article are ones where play and learning were talked about, and those that show the
complexities facing the children when asked to name their activities, and how the teacher and children
talked the topics of play and learning into being.
As Docket and Perry [38] (p. 48) suggest, applying positivist understandings of validity and
reliability to research that draws upon children’s of accounts is “problematic”. From this perspective,
validity assumes “one accurate interpretation of results” that can be “applied across populations” [38]
(p. 48). On the other hand, qualitative methodology recognizes that it is not possible to bring a
positivist approach. Rather, a qualitative approach recognizes the diverse views of children as
individuals and that these views are not static, but rather reflective of the specific contexts and
situations in which they are interacting [39]. Similarly, reliability within qualitative research differs
from a positivist approach. Reliability, within a qualitative methodology, refers to the quality of the
field notes and data, such as video recordings, so that others who also view these data may also come
to similar analytic conclusions [33]. Because talk is contextually oriented, conversation analysis
employs a “next turn proof procedure” to ensure that interpretations are valid [40] (p. 378). This form
of validity check means that analysis is proofed or double-checked by referring to a participant’s next
turn in response to another’s prior turn in order to understand how the participants understood and
made sense of what was said.
3. Results and Discussion
In this section we explore how the children accounted for their activities in the classroom. In
Fragment 1 below, the teacher’s conversation with two children (Michael and Rita) followed after they
had just viewed a video recording of themselves playing “vets”.
Fragment 1: Participation: What do you like about play?
13 Teacher: Are there other times when you’re playing at kindy?
14
And if they were making rabbits, would they be playing?
15
Or is it only play when you’re in a game like this?
16 Michael: It’s play too when…you’re making things.
…(lines omitted)
17 Teacher: What do you like about play?
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Because I get to play with the other people.
What do you like about it, Rita?
Because I never did a rabbit game.
Because you never did a rabbit game before? No, it was.
the first time, wasn’t it?

In this interaction, the teacher asks Michael three questions about play in quick succession. The first
asks Michael to name other play activities at kindy (line 13). The teacher’s second question asks
whether Michael considers if making rabbits in the making area could be play (line 14). The third
question alludes to the vet game that they had been playing in the video recording that they had just
watched (line 15). The teacher’s latter two questions are more focused than her first, and thus more
straightforward to answer. Matthew responds by answering the second question, that it would be play
when “you’re making things” (line 16). His response indicated that play was associated with the
activity of preparing props for the activity.
While the teacher’s next question is open-ended, it assumes that play is an enjoyable activity (line 17).
Michael identifies the social aspect of play as important as he enjoys playing with others. Rita provides
another perspective that the activity offered her the opportunity to participate in something new for
her. Rita had never played a rabbit game and found it an enjoyable experience. The upshot of Rita’s
observation, and the teacher’s acknowledgment of this, suggests that play exposes children to ideas
and activities that they might not have before experienced.
The next fragment (2) shows two children’s responses after they viewed a video-recording of
themselves involved in pretend game of ‘families’. This fragment highlights how the children valued
agency and decision-making in play.
Fragment 2: Observing agency and decision-making
15 Teacher:
16
17 Janet:
18 Maisy:
19
20
21 Teacher:
22 Maisy:
23 Teacher:
24
25
26 Janet:
27
28 Maisy:
29 Teacher:
30

What else do you play at kindy? What else is played?
Do you play anything outside?
Yes, we do play on those, um, obstacle courses.
And do you know what Lisa always says, can we play the
animal game, can we play the animal game when we first
come here.
She does say it first thing, doesn’t she?
Yes.
And what did—what do you say to her then when you don’t
want to play the animal game? What words are you using,
now we’ve talked about it?
We say Lisa, we’re going to play another game because
we’re too tired to play that animal game again.
Yeah, and then we're going to come back.
Oh, alright. I think that sounds a good way to solve the
problem.

The teacher asks a series of three questions about play and where it occurs in other spaces of the
preschool, such as “outside” (line 16). While the first two questions are open-ended, the third question
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was constructed for a yes/no response. Maisy takes the opportunity, however, to introduce an
interactional problem of being asked by another child to play the same game often (lines 18–20). In
response to the teacher question of how they respond (lines 23–25), Janet and then Maisy use reported
speech (lines 26–27) to display what they say. Evident in their responses is that agency and making
decisions is important to what they do in their activities. This example is very similar to one identified in
Theobald and Danby’s [41] study of preschool-aged girls’ accounts of their activities. That study found
that children took the opportunity in a video-stimulated interview to complain about a girl who always
took the lead as teacher in the game of pretend school. These accounts highlight the outsider role of
adults in children’s activities, so, what may look like play to an outsider such as a teacher or parent, to
the children something else is happening.
The next examples show how children categorized their activities as working and being active, but
not as playing. Fragment 3 shows a conversation between two children and the teacher after the
children had watched a video-recording of themselves in the art and craft area of the preschool.
Fragment 3: Accounting for activities as working
01 Teacher:
02
03
04 Sophie:
05 Teacher:
06
07
08 Sophie:
09 Teacher:
10
11 Helen:
12 Teacher:
13

Uh ha. So what—what do you call this when you’re—
when you’re doing this sort of stuff at Kindy, what do you call
this?
Um, ballroom.
Oh, the—the ballroom, yeah. Yeah, that’s a good name for it.
So when you do these sorts of things um at Kindy is that
Like working or is that—what sort of thing is it doing?
Um…Playing.
It’s playing is it? (Sophie nods) Yeah. (Helen shakes her head)
What did you think Helen?
Um working.
You think it’s working? Yeah, okay. That’s okay. That’s—
whatever you think is fine.

The teacher initially describes the activity in a vague way “this sort of stuff” (line 2), attempting not
to influence the children’s naming of the activity as play. The teacher further works to gain a collective
name for the “sorts of things” and introduces a binary construction, “working or is that” (line 7). This
binary sets up “playing” as the most likely candidate response, which is provided by Sophie (line 8).
Sophie names the activity as play (line 8), to which Helen explicitly disagrees by describing the
activity as “working” (line 10). This construction, however, picks up the teacher’s dispreferred
construction provided in line 7 and demonstrates that individual children hold different views about
their activities.
In the next fragment (4), a group of boys had just viewed a video-recording of themselves in the
sandpit. They first described their actions as ‘working’ and being active, and then the topic of feelings
came up.
Fragment 4: Accounting for activities as working hard and being active
01 Teacher:

watching the film about being in the sandpit what was
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going on?
We were working so hard.
Yeah and we were, and…we were making some water and chips
for the dump trucks and make trucks and we’re making food
for us, cake for everyone that was at the restaurant and
we were like putting it in the oven to heat it up to make
it be...
We called it digging show—
Yes, okay.
—and digging show.
That’s what I call it [as well]...
Can I ask you another question and would you call it
playing?
Yes.
What do you think play is? What would you say playing is?
Playing is running, playing and you get hurt and you get
hurt from that.
Oh so running’s like running, running, playing is running
and…
And hurting.
And hurting? What do you think play is Paddy? What’s
playing?
And we have building.
Building’s playing?
Yeah
What about you James, what do you think playing is?
I think um, sport.

The teacher’s initial question is open-ended and asks “what’s going on” (lines 1–2). This seems
successful in gaining a general description of their activities as “working so hard” (line 3). In lines 4–8,
Paddy self-selects a turn and provides a detailed description of their activities that is activity specific,
explicitly detailing the actions but did not give a name to these types of activities. Billy describes it as
a “digging show” (line 11). In the absence of a collective name for the activities involved, the teacher
introduces the category of “playing” as a collective category for the activities (lines 13–14), this turn
framed for agreement. The children respond with the preferred response and agree with the
construction of “playing” and, in the next lines, expand on what “playing” might be, using the
descriptive verbs: “making”, “running”, and “building”. These verbs suggest that the children’s view
of play is one of “action” and of “doing”.
In line 21, Billy named “hurting” as playing. The teacher did not question Billy about his
categorization, so we have no more insight into his view of play. Most often, play is referred to as a
fun activity. Studies of children’s peer groups, however, have shown that children’s play is not always
fun. A “discourse of play as fun”, works to position play that is “not fun” as “invisible” [41–45]; [46]
(p. 9). For some children activities that some might consider play are actually unhappy experiences for
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the children. For example, Goodwin’s [47] study of children’s peer group highlighted the exclusion
that one girl faced. Her peers did not let her join in the games, even when the game that was played
had been her idea. Marginalization or disputes that arise during play contribute to understandings that
play may not always be happy experiences for children.
The next fragment explores the activities that children consider are not play:
Fragment 5: What’s not play: Getting all our stuff
01 Teacher:
02
03
04 Michael:
05 Teacher:
06 Michael:
07 Teacher:
08 Michael:
09 Teacher:
10 Michael:
11 Teacher:

Can I ask you, is there anything that you do at kindy
that’s not playing? Do you have to do some things
that you think to yourself, this isn’t playing?
Getting all our stuff.
When you’re getting all your stuff?
And not doing anything in the game.
Right, do you mean when you’re just setting up the game?
Yeah.
So that’s not play?
No.
Okay. That’s interesting to know.

The teacher introduces the possibility that preschool activities might not always be constructed as
play (lines 1–3). In response, the children identify activities that involved planning such as setting up
and preparing items. American researcher Whalen [48] found that the amount of time that children
took to set up games before they actually started “playing” was considerable. During the “set-up” time,
the children worked to jointly establish the roles in the interaction, the items that will be used and the
purpose of these in the upcoming interaction. This time was “fundamentally important matters for the
activity at hand” [48] (p. 326). The separation of the activities of preparing for and playing a game,
shows how the children engaged in complex categorization of their collection of activities typically
identified as “play” by adults.
In Fragment 6, the children identify adult-controlled activities as not play. The topic of learning also
is explored:
Fragment 6: What’s not play: Listening and learning
01 Teacher:
02 Sophie:
03 Teacher:
04
05 Sophie:
06 Teacher:
07
08 Sophie:
09 Teacher:
10 Helen:
11 Teacher:

So—so what things do we do at Kindy that aren’t play?
Um listening.
Listening, that’s not playing? When you say listening
listening to what sorts of things?
Ah what the teacher tells you.
Okay, so when you’re listening to what the teacher’s
telling you that’s not playing?
No.
No?
No.
Okay, cool. So what about learning, how do you think you
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learn stuff?
Ah, from the teachers.
From the teachers, yeah. What sorts of things do you
learn from the teachers. Sophie?
They tell lots of fun stuff.

In response to the teacher’s question, “what things … aren’t play” (line 1), Sophie was hesitant
(um) but then names the activity of listening to “what the teacher tells you” as “not play” (lines 2 and 5).
Sophie’s hesitation suggests that her answer might not be well accepted by the teacher, who is an adult
in a position of power within a class setting. Following the teacher’s pursuit of this response, Helen
agrees with Sophie (line 10). The teacher’s use of “Okay” [49], here suggests that she has heard this
response and she moves to a new topic. With the teacher’s introduction of the idea of “learning”, both
girls name teachers as important for learning to take place (line 13). Helen suggests that teachers have
an important role to play in information sharing and in delivering this in fun ways.
In the next fragment, the teacher questions a child as she watches a video-recording of her making a
house with others in the dramatic play area.
Fragment 7: What do you think about learning?
01 Teacher:
02 Laura:
03 Teacher:
04
05 Laura:
06 Teacher:
07
08
09
10 Laura:
11 Teacher:
12 Laura:
13
14 Teacher:
15
16

What do you think about learning?
Uh when you listen at the teachers
Ah learning’s when you listen to
the teachers is it?
Ah what the teacher tells you.
What about when you were playing,
did you learn anything when you were
playing here with Helen and Rachel?
Did you learn anything then?
Yeah
What did you learn?
Um listening a little bit to Helen because
she was talking to me.
Oh, so you were learning. That’s clever,
so when Helen was talking you were listening
and you were learning.

This extract starts with the teacher asking, “what do you think about learning” (line 1). In as similar
way as in Fragment 6, the activity of listening “at the teacher” (line 2) is named. When prompted,
Laura elaborates, “at what the teacher tells you” (line 5). The teacher’s next question (line 6–9) is
constructed for a yes/no response, and brings together the topic of learning and playing with peers.
Laura replies yes and, on the teacher’s prompting, replies that she learnt “listening a little bit” to
another child, Helen (lines 12–13). The teacher responds with an assessment “that’s clever” (line 14).
This positive assessment displays her alignment at Laura’s association with learning as an activity to
do when others, not just the teacher, are talking. Such a positive assessment indicates that she
considers her response as reflective and thoughtful.
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The teacher in the next interaction, Fragment 8 also introduces the topic of learning for discussion.
Fragment 8: What about learning?
01 Teacher:
What about learning? How do you think
02
we learn things?
03 Tracy:
like you can say a-b-c-d
04 Teacher:
Yeah, that’s learning when you say a-b-c-d.
05
Is there anything else that’s learning?
06 Isla:
Um alphabet.
07 Teacher:
The alphabet is learning. Yeah anything08 Tracy:
And also you can do the numbers like 1-2-3-4.
09 Teacher:
Okay so when we do the numbers 1-2-3-4 that’s learning.
(lines omitted)
10 Teacher:
When you were making your snail and your flower,
11
did you learning anything then, Tracy?
12 Tracy:
Yes.
13 Teacher:
What did you learn?
14 Tracy:
To make that sort of flower and some sparkles
(lines omitted)
15 Isla:
She wanted it to stand up…to not stick on the paper.
16 Teacher:
Oh, so you—ah now I understand. Is that why you put the
17
jewels on the bottom? That’s clever, really clever
18
thinking. So if you put the jewels on the bottom of the
19
clay it wouldn’t stick to the paper? (Tracy nods)
20
That is very clever Tracy, that’s great.
In this fragment, the teacher talks with Isla and Tracy about the video-recording of themselves in
the art and craft area. Introducing the topic of learning, the teacher asks “how do you think you learn
things” (line 2). Isla responds to the teacher’s categorization of learning “things” by naming something
tangible that can be learnt—the sequence of alphabet letters (line 3). The teacher’s further questions
(lines 4–6) indicates her search for a different response. This is picked up on by Tracy who proffers,
“and you can do the numbers 1-2-3-4” (line 8), suggesting that learning has a tangible outcome, the
recognition of numerals. As the interaction continues, the teacher constructs her next question with
reference to a more specific example from the video-recording that they had just watched. She asks
Tracy if learning took place while she was making the snail and flower in the art area (line 10–11).
Tracy replies that she learnt to make a flower and snail. Isla elaborates (line 15) that she wanted the
flower to stand up. The teacher’s formulation of what Tracey did when making the flower proposes
why she had glued jewels on the base of the flower (lines 16–19). As Tracy agrees with this
interpretation, the teacher provides a positive assessment of her actions as “very clever” (line 20).
Next, we explore methodological matters regarding how to ask children about what they were
doing, without trying to predetermine or name those activities in advance. While working from a
standpoint of not introducing the topic of play, or naming the activity as play, this approach proved to
be challenging at times.
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When examining the transcripts, we found that the children did not begin by talking spontaneously
about play. This meant that the teachers adjusted how they asked about what was going on in the video
fragments. Fragment 9 shows how an adult construction of the children’s activities led to categorizing
the children’s responses within a binary of “play” and what counts as something else (“not play”).
Fragment 9: What would you call what you’re doing?
01 Teacher:
02
03
04
05 Michael:
06 Teacher:
07
08
09 Michael:
10 Teacher:
11
12

When you were in your vet, what would you
call what you’re doing?
What do you name those things?
Have you got a word that says what you’re doing?
No.
Sometimes people, when they’re in their games like vets,
they say they’re playing. Would you call it playing?
when you’re doing that?
Yeah.
What sorts of things count as play?
Are you playing when you're in a game?
Yeah.

In Fragment 9, the teacher opens the discussion with the children using an open-ended question that
encouraged the children to name the activity they had been doing. In lines 1–4, the teacher further
attempts to gain a description from the children about their activities without naming the activity as
“play”, or without using some other description from an adult construct. One child indicated that that
they did not have a “word” to describe what they were doing (line 5), which led the teacher to proffer
the description of describe as a way to describe their game about vets. The teacher’s question in lines 6–8
was designed in such a way that a preferred answer from the children would be a “yes” response,
which is a less problematic response than one that differs with the teacher’s description of the activity.
The child produces the affirming response (line 9). Receipting this response, the teacher asks “what
sort of things might count as play” (line 10), and then offers a candidate answer, “a game” (line 11).
Again, the same child provides an agreement to the teacher’s construction of what might constitute an
activity that counted as play. Only this one child was heard to respond to the teacher’s questions even
though there were a small group of children present.
It might be easy to assume that the children found the teachers’ questioning challenging because
they did not respond without a lot of prompting from the teacher. We argue, though, that this was not
the case. Rather, we suggest that the children’s responses were due to the questions being asked by the
teacher. When teachers asked questions where the children were able to provide responses that
confirmed and oriented to an adult agenda of describing their activities as play, they were forthcoming
and descriptive in their responses. That is, they oriented to structures of language where a preference
for agreeing with a yes, when a yes/no question is asked. An agreement is a more straightforward
response than one that is not [40]. On the other hand, where the children were asked if an activity was
play or not-play, their lack of response suggested that they did not categorize these activity in the same
way that the teacher was indicating. In Fragment 9, it is quite possible that the children did not have a
name for the vet activity in which they were engaged, and the context of a small group meant that it
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might be difficult for one child to come up with an answer to represent the views of the small group.
This lack of response does not show the children’s lack of competence in being able to provide an
answer, but rather their awareness of social and power relationships constructed through everyday talk.
The analysis of these fragments of talk between children and adults highlight the moment-by-moment
difficulties of interview data. The teacher was constrained by language choices (such as not using the
word play), acting like an “outsider” to their activities, and the children were constrained by being
asked to comment on some categorization of their activities and to respond on behalf of their peer
group, where they may not have previously reflected on the ways that they characterized their
activities. While the researchers’ interest was in how children conceptualized their activities, the term
play did not always capture what the children described as happening in their activities. Rather, they
spoke of their participation and the roles they held in the play, and their levels of ownership and
decision-making. While potentially a limitation, this method also opens up interesting possibilities for
understanding how children grapple with adult-constructed agendas of research.
A methodological issue involved how questioning techniques may implicate certain responses from
the children. While it may be possible to consider that the teachers’ role as an authority was at odds
with their role as researcher, we propose that the questions influenced the accounts generated and how
the children produced adult-constructed agendas of research. It is possible that as the children knew
their teachers well, this environment was one that encouraged children to feel comfortable to share
their views about what they were doing.
4. Conclusions: Opportunities to Reframe Conceptions of Play and Learning
This study of children’s perspectives of play raises questions regarding taken-for-granted early
childhood concepts about play and learning. In line with Dockett and Perry [38], we found that
children have different views to adults on the topic of play. This project gave the teachers time to
reflect as part of a professional conversation. The idea of “looking both ways” [50] (p. 1) was
explored, as teacher-researchers implemented the video-ethnographic approach to examine their own
professional practice. As Herzfield [50] (p. 164) suggested, “the essence of the text itself depends upon
the translator’s presence”. In other words, involving teacher-researchers in the design, implementation
and analysis of the study enabled a “rich and complex interplay” [51] (p. 16). Teachers had
opportunities to consider children’s perspectives while reflecting on the complexities of play and
learning within the current curriculum landscape for early childhood education.
Understanding how children consider play and learning has implications for the field of early
childhood education. Conclusions and guidelines for teachers are discussed below.
 The diversity of children’s views about play and learning makes it increasingly important for
educators and policy makers to be aware of the various standpoints of children and teachers and
the implications for definitions of play and constructions of learning. Including play into
educational practices in an integrated way may avoid dichotomies between play and learning [5].
 The children’s accounts highlighted that they valued opportunities for choice and ownership of
the preschool activities, and suggest respect for their engagement in their activities. The
children did not trivialize their participation or involvement in activities, whether they named
them as “play” or “learning”.
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 Teachers’ professional understandings about play and learning are enriched when they discuss
with children their views of classroom life. Engaging children to critically reflect on the
learning that is occurring in their play is a way to reduce the dichotomy of play and learning.
 Teacher pedagogical practice is key to fostering links between play and learning [52]. As the
analysis has shown, play and learning are complex concepts that may be easily dismissed as
separate, when rather they are deeply intertwined.
Based on the findings of this study, we propose three recommendations for educators to consider:
(1) We suggest that teachers discuss explicitly with the children the types of learning that is taking
place in their daily activities. For example, when children are building in the block area, asking
them questions regarding what they learnt about the properties of blocks.
(2) We recommend that teachers involve children in planning activities that address educational
outcomes specified in curriculum documents. For example, asking the children to identify
activities to meet the specific learning outcomes and explore curriculum topics.
(3) It is useful to integrate children’s current activities with past experiences and future ideas to
connect what children already know, have learnt and could further investigate.
These observations generate opportunities for adults to consider what counts as play and learning
for children, and to prompt further consideration of the role of play and learning as an antidote to
adult-centric views of play.
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